
Changing Industry of Tablets 

Introduction 

Ever developing technologies are beginning to overlap. Smartphones and tablets share 

many of the same capabilities which may cause them to also begin to overlap in consumers’ 

minds. As smartphones become larger and able to use an ever growing amount of applications it 

is important to distinguish the tablet and where it stands with consumers.  

Current Position  

Ownership of tablets has been increasing and as of January 2014, 42% of adult 

Americans own a tablet, 11% more than the year before
i
. The top five countries with the most 

tablet owners are China, United States, India, United Kingdom, and Brazil
ii
. By 2018 it is 

estimated that about 20% of the world population will use tablets regularly
iii

. Although tablet 

ownership is increasing, and is expected to reach one billion people worldwide in 2015, this does 

not mean sales will increase
iv

. Sales may begin to taper off as consumers possess tablets or may 

become interested in different technologies, like smartphones with larger screens, or phablets.  

Android phablets are more common than the iPhone options. However, iPad tablets are more 

common than their Android counterparts
v
. Smartphones are becoming more and more like 

tablets, it is important to watch these two technologies to determine if they merge into one, or 

remain two separate products in years to come
vi

.  

The division of tablets between men and women is not that wide, a Pew Research Center 

study in 2013 revealed that about in the United States 32% of men and 35% of women own 

tablets
vii

. The use of tablets may skew toward women, however this difference is minimal. 

Ownership increases among adults with more education. Of adults who own a tablet 17% of 

them have not completed high school, whereas 49% of tablet owners have received a college 

education (and beyond)
viii

. Tablet use or ownership is common in urban (33%), suburban (37%), 

and only slightly less common in rural areas (27%)
ix

. Many of the owners of tablets are those 

who have received them as gifts. Over the 2012-2013 winter holiday, ownership of tablets 

doubled
x
. Ownership of these tablets is more prevalent in higher income households and adults 

who have received a college education or higher
xi

.  

Tablets have become common in many businesses like the medical field, but also in 

schools and education environments. In the United Kingdom studies reveal that 34% of children 

between the ages of five and fifteen use tablets, either their families’ or their schools, this is a 

15% increase from the year before
xii

. Meanwhile, in the United States, 58% of teens ages thirteen 

to seventeen have access to a tablet; girls have slightly more access, at 62%, than boys, at 

54%
xiii

.  

As for how and where people use their tablets, it is mainly at home, in their beds or on 

their couches, some people use them while cooking and in the kitchen
xiv

. The most common uses 

are for emailing, playing games, checking social networks, looking up information, listening to 

music, watching television or videos, and shopping. Users have reported using the tablet to do 

these things in their homes most often. Fewer users are using them while commuting, in the 

office, or even the gym
xv

.  

Conclusion 

An increasing amount of consumers are shifting from using tablets and smaller 

smartphones, to just larger smartphones that are expanding to have the same technologies
xvi

. It is 

vital to keep track of these changes as these technologies could potentially merge. The tablet 

appears to be increasingly for personal or educational use, and less common in business. 



Students are using them in classes, and consumers are using them in their homes. Tablet sales are 

likely to continue for the time being as ownership increases.  
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